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HM KING MOHAMMED VI OF MOROCCO DELIVERED A STRONG SPEECH & HIGH
OBJECTIVES COP21
PART III 42% TO 52% RENEWABLE ENERGY 

Paris, Washington DC, 20.12.2015, 00:59 Time

USPA NEWS - Morocco is ready to receive the COP 22 to be held in Marrakech from 7 to 17 November 2016. His Majesty the King
of Morocco, Mohammed VI, has attended the opening of the COP21, which was held in Paris from November 30 to December 12,
alongside 149 other heads of state from around the world. 

Morocco is ready to receive the COP 22 to be held in Marrakech from 7 to 17 November 2016. His Majesty the King of Morocco,
Mohammed VI, has attended the opening of the COP21, which was held in Paris from November 30 to December 12, alongside 149
other heads of state from around the world. His Majesty delivered a major speech on this occasion, both strong and committed his
message to the international community as to empowering the survival of the planet for future
generations.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Here is the Part I of speech of HM King of Morocco, Mohammed VI on November 30th, opening session of COP21 in Paris, Le
Bourget. HM King Mohammed VI also emphasised affirmative actions and dedicated to the environment such as the Green Morocco
Plan, the Green Investment Plan, the prohibition of GMOs and the environmental charter. These efforts were hailed by the international
community since the 1990s.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
"The call of Tangier", during the visit of President Francois Hollande on 20 September was an opportunity to confirm the France-
Morocco bilateral collaborative manner in the processes of COP21 and COP22 in Paris to Marrakech.

Your Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen, Since the world became aware, in rio in 1992, of the urgent need to address climate
change, the kIngdom of Morocco has resolutely sought to ensure that its proactive policy on sustainable development and
environmental protection is in line with the international community´s global effort. to this end, it has introduced a series of
constitutional, legislative, institutional and regulatory reforms. The Environment Charter, the Green Morocco Plan, the Green
Investment Plan, the ban on GMOs and the new law on plastic waste clearly reflect out commitment and our consistent action. More
recently, and in keeping with the same approach which favours long-term objectives, the Kingdom of morocco has become on of the
main actors in the energy transition, in the world and especially on the African continent."His Majesty the King of Morocco, Mohammed
VI, said as addressing the UN parties audience at COP21 opening session..

"More recently, and in keeping with the same approach which favours long-term objectives, the Kingdom of morocco has become on
of the main actors in the energy transition, in the world and especially on the African continent. Therefore, the objective of securing
42% of the country´s energy mix from renewable sources by 2020 has recently been increased to 52% by 2030. Morocco´s ambitious,
substantial “Intended, Nationally Determined Contribution“� under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
confirms the Kingdom´s avant-garde approach. Building on this irreversible commitment, Morocco is bidding to host the COP22 in
Marrakech in 2016. that is why, on 20 September, together with His Excellency President Francois Hollande, I made the “Tangier
Call“� reflecting our commitment to work hand in hand for the success of theses events that are crucial to our destiny. It is important to
ensure that one stage leads to the next. The road ahead will be long as habits will have to be changed, priorities set, new technology
invented and regular assessment and checks accepted." His Majesty the King of Morocco, Mohammed VI, said as addressing the UN
parties audience at COP21 opening
session.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
See also article : HM KING MOHAMMED VI OF MOROCCO DELIVERED A STRONG SPEECH & HIGH OBJECTIVES COP21
PART II 42% TO 52% RENEWABLE ENERGY - See more at: http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-6797/hm-king-mohammed-vi-of-
morocco-delivered-a-strong-speech-und-high-objectives-cop21.html#sthash.cC9UkTpp.dpuf

Article online:



https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-6799/hm-king-mohammed-vi-of-morocco-delivered-a-strong-speech-und-high-objectives-cop21.html
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